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Thermal Via Allocation for 3-D ICs Considering
Temporally and Spatially Variant Thermal Power

Hao Yu, Member, IEEE, Yiyu Shi, Lei He, Senior Member, IEEE, and Tanay Karnik, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The existing 3-D thermal-via allocation methods are
based on the steady-state thermal analysis and may lead to ex-
cessive number of thermal vias. This paper develops an accurate
and efficient thermal-via allocation considering the temporally and
spatially variant thermal-power. The transient temperature is cal-
culated by macromodel with a one-time structured and parameter-
ized model reduction, which also generates temperature sensitivity
with respect to thermal-via density. The proposed thermal-via al-
location minimizes the time-integral of temperature violation, and
is solved by a sequential quadratic programming algorithm with
use of sensitivities from the macromodel. Compared to the existing
method using the steady-state thermal analysis, our method in ex-
periments is 126 faster to obtain temperature, and reduces the
number of thermal vias by 2.04 under the same temperature
bound.

Index Terms—3-D integrated circuit (IC) design, cooling tech-
nology, sequential programming, structured and parameterized
macromodel, thermal power management.

NOMENCLATURE

Number of tiles.

Number of critical tiles.

: number of input ports

Order of reduced models.

Frequency point/time-step.

nominal thermal conductance state matrix

Nominal thermal capacitance state matrix.

Topology matrix describing input/output

ports.

Via density of th tile.

Via density vector of a set of critical tiles.

Topology matrix describing where to insert

vias.

Conductance/capacitance of one via with unit

area.
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Fig. 1. Typical 3-D IC techniques including: (a) Cu-Cu wafer bonding and
(b) crystallization of �-Si. They both have active device layers, inter-layer di-
electrics, vertical through vias, and the substrate.

State variable of temperature (at output).

Nominal temperature (at output).

First-order sensitivity (at output).

Second-order sensitivity (at output).

Thermal-violation integral.

Targeted ceiling temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE existing 2-D high-performance system-on-chip (SoC)

design is limited by the interconnect delay and device den-

sity. 3-D integration [1]–[4] to stack multiple active layered in-

tegrated circuits (ICs) is effective to improve the interconnect

performance and increase the transistor packing density. Fig. 1

shows the diagram of typical 3-D IC design including the active

device layers, vertical through vias, and substrate. Due to the

increased power density, heat removal is extremely important

in 3-D-ICs [1]. It is well known that excessively high tempera-

ture can significantly degrade the reliability of interconnect and

device, and cause functional or timing failures through the elec-

trothermal coupling [5]–[13]. The temperature-aware physical

design, therefore, becomes important from the early planning

stage to the final verification stage [14]–[18].

Because vertical through vias are effective thermal conduc-

tors, one effective heat removal approach in 3-D IC is to use

vertical through vias to remove heat from stacked silicon layers

to the heat-sink that is often on top of the stack. Same as the

existing work [16]–[18], we assume that the vertical through

vias are aligned through layers and called as thermal vias. The

3-D thermal via planning is thereby to allocate vias in order to
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alleviate the temperature hotspots at each silicon layer. Since

thermal vias consume the routing resource its number ought

to be constrained. Assuming a steady-state thermal analysis

(based on thermal resistance model), thermal-via allocation has

been studied during the placement [16] and routing [17]. The

steady-state analysis, however, ignores the temporal and spatial

variations of the thermal-power in the modern VLSI design.

Due to different workloads and dynamic-power-management

techniques such as clock gating, power has both temporal and

spatial variations [8], [19]–[21]. A transient thermal-power

is thereby defined as the running average of the power at the

range of nanosecond over the scale of the thermal time-constant

at the range of millisecond [19]. To obtain a solution without

the thermal violation, the methods in [16] and [17] need to

assume a “steady” maximum thermal-power simultaneously

for all regions. Because it is rare if not impossible for different

regions to simultaneously reach their maximum thermal-power,

the methods in [16] and [17] may lead to excessive number of

thermal vias.

A cycle-accurate “dynamic” thermal simulator Hotspot [8],

[13] has been developed at the micro-architecture level. It is

based on a thermal-resistance-capacitance (RC) model to cal-

culate the transient temperature. However, they [8], [13], [16],

[17] need to directly solve the matrix-formed state equation, and

thereby are inefficient to be utilized during the system-level op-

timization for large scale designs. To achieve a design closure in

manageable time, those methods have to sacrifice the physical

level detail. Their procedures are either based on oversimpli-

fied iterations [16] or based on the approximated square-root-

relation [17] between the temperature and thermal-via. They

may not converge or lead to inaccurate results. Therefore, it

may be beneficial to generate a macromodel that could remain

the dominant physical-level detail, yet enable the efficient gra-

dient-search of an optimized system-level design driven by the

sensitivity.

In this paper, an accurate yet efficient thermal-via alloca-

tion is proposed with consideration of the temporal and spa-

tial variations of the thermal-power. We assume that the signal

routing congestion is known a priori, and calculate the tran-

sient temperature utilizing macromodel provided by a struc-

tured and parameterized model reduction, which also generates

the temperature sensitivity with respect to the thermal-via den-

sity. By defining a thermal-violation integral based on the tran-

sient temperature, a nonlinear optimization problem is formu-

lated to allocate thermal-vias and minimize thermal violation

integral under the signal routing constraint. This optimization

problem is transformed into a sequence of quadratic program-

ming (SQP) subproblems using sensitivities provided by the

macromodel. Experiments show that compared to the steady-

state thermal analysis, our method is 126 faster to obtain the

temperature profile, and reduces the number of thermal vias by

2.04 under the same temperature bound.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we present the preliminary for 3-D thermal model and analysis.

In Section III, we formulate a nonlinear optimization for allo-

cating the thermal-via driven by the thermal-violation integral,

and propose a sequential programming to efficiently solve the

optimization. In Section IV, we discuss a structured and param-

TABLE I
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL DUALITY

Fig. 2. Thermal models extracted for the steady-state analysis and the transient
analysis.

eterized macromodel to generate the nominal transient tempera-

ture and its sensitivities. In Section V, we present the overall al-

gorithm for the thermal-via allocation and experimental results.

We conclude in Section VI. The preliminary results of this paper

were presented in [22].

II. 3-D THERMAL MODEL AND ANALYSIS

In this Section, we present how to build a parameterized

thermal model for 3-D IC layout, discuss the time-variant

thermal power and thermal analysis, and briefly review the

existing macromodeling approach.

A. Dynamic and Parameterized Thermal Model

There is a well-known duality between electrical and thermal

systems as shown in Table I. As temperature is analogous to

voltage, the heat flow can be modeled by a current passing

through a pair of thermal-resistance and capacitance driven

by the current source, which models the power dissipation.

Moreover, because the transient temperature needs to become

stable when the steady state is reached after sufficient time, the

boundary condition at the chip-surface needs to be specified

as the ambient temperature. In this paper, the C4 package is

assumed and the packaging and heat-sink are modeled by a

simple 1-D resistor network with attached external voltage

sources to model the ambient temperature.

Each active device layer and the inter-layer dielectric in 3-D

layouts can be uniformly discretized into tiles by the finite

difference method. As shown in Fig. 2, in a steady-state anal-

ysis, tiles are connected by the thermal resistance , and heat-

sources are modeled by the time-invariant current source. Then,

the steady-state temperature can be obtained by directly solving

a time-invariant linear equation. In contrast, as for a transient

analysis, tiles are connected by the thermal resistance and ca-

pacitance RC, and heat sources are modeled by the time-variant

current source.
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Usually, the granularity of discretized 3-D IC smaller than

thermal space constants might not be necessary [13]. Because

the proposed method is targeted during the physical design, the

granularity of discretized thermal model in this paper can be

smaller than those for the microarchitecture design [8], [13].

Moreover, the designs in 3-D IC usually require to consider

many heterogeneous components in one system, it also leads

to a more complicated thermal model than that for the 2-D IC.

In addition, two types of tiles are specified in this paper: crit-

ical tiles and input tiles. Critical tiles are those tiles with hottest

temperatures that can cause thermal violations leading to reli-

ability or timing/functionality failures at those locations. The

critical tiles can be pre-characterized during the early design

stage, or from an initial full-chip transient simulation. To probe

these critical tiles, a topological matrix (adjacent matrix) can

be specified. Input tiles are those tiles with the time-variant

power-dissipation (or heat) averaged at the scale of the

thermal time constant. To inject heat at these input ports, a topo-

logical matrix (adjacent matrix) can be specified.

Note that our design parameter here is the thermal-via den-

sity. The larger the thermal-via density in one tile, the more

heat that can be convected away through layers to the heat sink.

An th tile has a thermal-via area , which is related to the

thermal-via density by

where is the unit area of thermal-via determined by the process

technology. Therefore, is used to represent the thermal-via

density at th tile in the sequel. In addition, we assume that

thermal vias have a continuous conduct-path from the bottom

to the top with alignment.

Then, thermal vias are inserted as follows. An insertion (in-

cident) matrix is used to record the location and

the number of added vias. If a via is added between two nodes

and of two vertical-adjacent layers, its insertion matrix is

if ,

if

else.

(1)

Accordingly, given the width and the thickness of one

thermal-via, we have the following topological matrix for

one inserted unit-via conductance/capacitance

where and are thermal conductive/capacitive constants of

the thermal-via.

The parameterized thermal model is then constructed as fol-

lows. We first define the parameterized state matrices

(2)

Note that and are nominal conductive and ca-

pacitive matrices of discretized thermal networks, which entry

is simply composed of the thermal conductance and capaci-

tance for the 3-D layout without the thermal-via. and

Fig. 3. Definitions of the cycle-accurate power, transient thermal-power, and
maximum thermal-power at the different scale of time-constant.

are the parameterized conductive and capacitive ma-

trices of thermal vias, where via-density is the parameter and

is the number of critical titles.

Accordingly, the thermal- circuit can be described by the

modified nodal analysis (MNA)

(3)

or in the frequency domain with the Laplace transformation

by

(4)

where is the parameter-vector of

thermal-via density, and and are the adja-

cent matrices to select the input tiles and critical tiles .

Note that is the current source to model the power

input for the thermal network. As defined in [19] (see Fig. 3), a

transient thermal power is the running average of the cycle-ac-

curate (often in the range of nanoseconds) power over several

thermal time constants (often in the range of milliseconds), and

a constant maximum thermal-power is defined as the maximum

of the transient thermal-power. Due to the increasing use of

dynamic power managements [8], [19]–[21], the thermal power

varies not only spatially but also temporally. The same does the

temperature. Moreover, the different applications (workloads)

can also lead to the spatial and temporal variation of the on-chip

temperature. As a result, the previous via-planning [16], [17]

based on the steady-state thermal analysis has to assume the

maximum thermal-power simultaneously for all chip regions.

This is rare, however, if not impossible for different regions

to simultaneously reach their maximum thermal-power. The

planned via using steady-state analysis thereby may lead to

excessive numbers of vias. This becomes the primary motiva-

tion of this paper to study the via-planning problem using a

dynamic (or transient) thermal model.

B. Macromodel by Moment Matching

On the other hand, blindly applying the thermal transient

analysis is expensive because it is not efficient to solve (4) large-
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sized thermal circuits. Similar to the macro-

modeling for the interconnect network, the moment-matching

based model order reduction can be used to obtain a 3-D IC

thermal-macromodel with compact-sized , which

not only has a smaller matrix size but also preserves the domi-

nant system response. Below, the principle of macromodeling

by the model order reduction is briefly reviewed.

The existing macromodeling approach is mainly based on the

subspace-projection [23], [24]. By defining two moment gener-

ation matrices expanded at one selected frequency as

it is easy to verify that the solution of (4) is contained in the

subspace spanned by and

Accordingly, a th-order block Krylov subspace can be defined

by

where .

By applying the Block Arnoldi orthonormalization [24], the

spanned subspace by a smaller-dimensioned projection matrix

can be found to contain the Krylov subspace

Using such a to project the original state matrices ,

respectively

a dimension reduced macromodel

can be obtained. Note that can accurately approximate the

original system

by matching the first block moments expanded at [23], [24].

Usually, as the time-constant of a thermal RC network is much

larger than that of an electrical RLC network, its dynamic re-

sponse can be accurately characterized by a few dominant poles

using the subspace-projection-based macromodeling. The error

of reduced model depends on the selection of the reduced-order

. A detailed analysis of numerical error bound can be found in

[23] and [24].

To further obtain the sensitivity information, the parametrized

moments [25] can be obtained by expanding (4) at selected pa-

rameter points. However, because parameterized moments have

coupled frequency and parameter variables, its dimension grows

exponentially, preventing practical use. This is improved in [26]

by separately expanding moments of parameters from the fre-

quency. It results in an augmented state matrix containing the

nominal state and the expanded states, i.e., sensitivities with re-

spect to parameters.

Fig. 4. Figure of merit using thermal-violation integral with defined ceiling
temperature under an input of transient thermal-power signature.

Nevertheless, all these approaches [23]–[26] apply a flat

projection during the reduction. The reduced state matrices are

dense and the reduced state variables have coupled nominal

values and sensitivities. It is unknown how to separate param-

etrized sensitivities from the reduced macromodel, and utilize

those sensitivities for the optimization. We will address the

solution in Section IV.

III. THERMAL-VIA ALLOCATION PROBLEM

In this Section, an accurate figure of merit, thermal-viola-

tion integral, is first defined to consider the transient thermal in-

tegrity. Then, a thermal-via allocation problem is consequently

formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem, which is re-

laxed and solved by a sequence of quadratic programmings with

use of sensitivities.

A. Thermal-Violation Integral

A thermal-violation integral is the integral of the transient

temperature above a user-specified ceiling temperature

(5)

where and define the evaluation time-period, which is

a sequence that sufficiently contains the possible schedule of

the dynamic power management or the given possible work-

loads. In addition, note that the interval is determined

by comparing

which can contain multiple intervals. Recall that is the pa-

rameter-vector of the thermal-via density at critical tiles.

As shown in Fig. 4, the integral is actually the area above the

. This definition captures the fact that a thermal-violation

occurs only when the transient temperature is above the temper-

ature bound for a long enough period. A similar merit is used for

noise estimation in [27].
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The figure of merit for a group of critical tiles needs also to

be defined. Because it is seldom to happen that different critical

tile reaches its targeted ceiling temperature simultaneously, a

global thermal violation integral

(6)

is defined in addition to those local thermal violation integral

s. Accordingly, a thermal violation integral vector is defined

by composing and

(7)

The thermal-violation integral vector is used as an accu-

rate objective function in the sequel to be minimized.

Note that for the steady-state analysis, the input of the max-

imum thermal-power signature results in a constant maximum

temperature . Hence, the hotspot reduction by the steady-

state solution is equivalent to reduce a rectangular area defined

between and , obviously an overestimated viola-

tion integral (see Fig. 4). It becomes even worse for the total

violation integral. The reason is that each critical tile has a dif-

ferent transient thermal-power signature, and hence, their max-

imum usually does not happen at the same time. As a result, the

thermal-violation integral from a transient solution is more ac-

curate to guide the thermal-via allocation than from a steady-

state one.

B. Problem Formulation

To minimize the total violation integral, thermal vias are allo-

cated at each pair of adjacent layers. With consideration of the

congestion from vertical signal vias, and are the

total available space and local-tile available space for inserting

thermal vias, which are assumed to be provided by the user. Ac-

cordingly, a nonlinear optimization problem is formulated as

Problem 1:

s.t. (8)

(9)

The constraint (8) is a global constraint implying that the total

thermal-via density is limited by the , and the constraint

(9) is a local constraint implying that the local thermal-via den-

sity at th tile is limited by . Note that is not al-

ways the simple summation of . It is decided by not

only the total available routing resources, but also other con-

siderations such as the fabrication cost at different regions. In

this paper, we assume that and are provided by

designers.

Moreover, the previously mentioned local and global con-

straints in Problem 1 can be unified into one constraint with use

of one topology matrix

...
...

. . .
... (10)

As a result, we have

(11)

where .
Note that Problem 1 becomes semi-definite [27] and can

be solved with the provable convergence when the evaluation
period is discretized into sufficiently small intervals [27].
To efficiently solve Problem 1, the Lagrangian relaxation
is used below. The constraint function can be added to the
objective function using a vector of Lagrangian multiplier

. As a result, the primal problem (Problem 1)
has the following dual problem:

Problem 2: (12)

where

(13)

The dual problem can be solved by a sequence of subgradient
optimization [28] problems as discussed in the following.

C. Sequential Programming

In general, is a nonlinear function with respect to all
’s . However, if the via-density (area)

is only changed by a small amount

around the nominal value , the corresponding change of
can be linear or quadratic with respect to . Therefore,
can be approximated with the Taylor’s expansion at the

nominal values by

(14)
can be expanded in a similar fashion.

Therefore, a sequence of subgradient optimization problems
can be formulated for Problem 2

Problem 3:

(15)
Note that

is the first-order sensitivity, and

...
. . .

...

is the Hessian matrix composed by the second-order sensitivity.
In addition, .

At one iteration, the solution from the quadratic program-
ming problem is used as the intermediate solution of the orig-
inal nonlinear problem. Then, those coefficients and are
updated and employed to form a new quadratic programming
at the new nominal values. The optimization terminates when
the convergence criterion is achieved. This is called sequential

quadratic programming (SQP) [28]. Note that the convergence
of the SQP depends on the range of the calculated . The
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quadratic programing may not be accurate to approximate the
original nonlinear programming if this range is too large. On
the other hand, the quadratic programing may converge slowly
if this range is too small. As shown in Algorithm 1, a geometric
regression procedure [28] is utilized in this paper to select an
optimized subgradient. As a result, the range of can be prop-
erly determined in our experiment, and hence, the sequence of
quadratic programs converges in a few iterations under the spec-
ified accuracy.

Algorithm 1 Subgradient Optimization using Structured
Parameterized Macromodel

Initialize: ;
Solve: using (20);
Solve: ;
Set: ;
Set: ;
while

;
;

;
;

Update and with ;
Solve using (20) with updated macromodel;

;
end while

However, directly solving the large (4) is still inefficient
during the sequential programming. The key to this problem is
to efficiently calculate and update the sensitivities and .
As discussed in Section IV, this can be resolved by a structured
and parameterized model order reduction. In addition, a de-
tailed outline of this Algorithm will be presented in Section V.

IV. SENSITIVITY BY STRUCTURED AND

PARAMETERIZED MACROMODEL

In this section, we will show that the nominal temperature

and its sensitivities can be separately obtained by a structured

and parameterized model order reduction, which is general for

any linear network. We then apply this technique to obtain a

structured and parameterized macromodel for the thermal RC

network. Here, the parameter to be expanded is the thermal-via

density .

A. Structured and Parameterized Model Order Reduction

Assuming the impact by the geometrical-parameter perturba-

tion to the perturbation at output (sensitivity) is much smaller

than the one by the frequency perturbation, the temperature state

variable can be approximated by the Taylor

expansion with respect to only geometrical parameters

(16)

Substituting (16) into (4), and explicitly matching the moment

on both sides for each up to the second order, we can refor-

mulate (4) into an augmented and parameterized state-equation

(17)

with

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

(18)

and

Note that has the same lower-triangular structure as

does.

The system state variable at output for those critical tiles

can be also divided into three parts: nominal value

, first-order sensitivity

, and second-order sensitivity

. As a result, solving (17) results

in the nominal value of temperature , and its according to

first-order sensitivity and second-order sensitivity

with respect to each parameter .

Because the dimension of the system (17) is large, its order

needs to be reduced by projection. To have a dimension reduced

macromodel with preserved moments up to th order, a small

dimensioned projection matrix can be constructed recursively

using the Arnoldi method [26] to (17). As the obtained is flat

and has no structure, directly projecting (17) by leads to a

reduced macromodel losing the lower-triangular block structure

of and . As a result, , , and are coupled with

each other and cannot be solved separately.

Instead of using the flat projection matrix , we introduce a

structured projection matrix

(19)

by partitioning according to the dimension of , , and

, and stacking the partitioned blocks into a block-diagonal

form, where each is further

orthonormalized with each other.
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As a result, the order-reduced state matrices become

The structured and parameterized macromodel

has the following property.

Theorem 1: The first block moments expanded at are

identical for and .

Proof: Because , a th ordered pro-

jection by still preserves at least moments according to [23].

B. Sensitivity Generation

The time-domain transient response of the reduced model

can be solved by Backward–Euler method. The reduced system

equation at the time-instant with time-step is

(20)

where

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

(21)

and

Note that the reduced has the same structure as .

Since the reduction preserves the block structure, the reduced

nominal value , first-order sensitivity and second-order

sensitivity at output (critical tiles) can be solved indepen-

dently. Then, the temperature profile at those critical tiles per-

turbed by the parameter is their summation

(22)

The advantages of such a structured and parameterized model

order reduction are twofold. First, because the projection (19)

preserves the lower-triangular structure, (20) can be efficiently

solved using the block-back-substitution. There is only one fac-

torization cost from the diagonal block, i.e., the reduced block

of nominal state matrix

Second, the separately solved sensitivity can be utilized during

any gradient-based optimization procedure including the se-

quential programming as discussed in Section III.

V. ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Overall Algorithm

The procedure of the sequential subgradient optimization is

outlined in Algorithm 1. Note that is the step size usually

determined through a geometric regression procedure [28].

The structured and parameterized macromodel provides a

convenient interface between the simulation and the optimiza-

tion. This can be understood from two aspects. Firstly, the

reduction and the solving of the nominal response are both

one-time computation in practice. The reduced state matrices

can be repeatedly used, and only the sensitivity needs to be

solved and updated (for a new ) during each iteration. Next,

since the reduced model is much smaller than the original one,

its nominal value and sensitivities can be efficiently solved from

(20). As shown by experiments, the optimization procedure in

Algorithm 1 is computationally efficient compared to using the

direct matrix-solver.

B. Numerical Results

Our structured and parametrized macromodeling (called

SP-Macro) and thermal-via allocation are implemented in

MATLAB and C++, and run on Linux workstation with Intel

Pentium IV 2.66G CPU and 2G RAM. The examples have

the following settings. (thermal conductive constant) is

100 W/m K for silicon and 400 W/m K for copper, and

(thermal capacitive constant) is 1.75 J/m K for silicon,

and 3.55 J/m K for copper. The substrate is 500 m

thick, the device layer is 6 m thick, and interlayer thickness

is 1 m thick. Four silicon layers are used and the thermal-via

is assumed to be copper. The unit via area is 2 2 m . The

overall chip size is 2 2 cm , and the number of individual

modules and its according size are from MCNC benchmarks.

We increase the model complexity by increasing the number

of discretized tiles and the number of critical tiles. The critical

titles are selected manually according to the functionary/relia-

bility of benchmark circuit and hence may show a differently

increasing rate.

The power distribution at each title is chosen similarly

as [16], where 90% of tiles have power densities from 0 to

2 W/m , and their clock gating pattern has a period of

500 ms, where the power in the standby mode is 5% of the

running mode. The other 10% of tiles having power densities

from 3 W/m to 9 W/m , and their clock gating

pattern has a period of 250 ms, where the power in the standby

mode is 20% of the running mode. In addition, note that a
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Fig. 5. Nonzero (NZ) pattern of the parameterized state matrices G and C be-
fore and after the structured model order reduction.

single-input-multi-output (SIMO) [24] is assumed when the

port number in is large.

1) Structured and Parameterized Macromodel: One detailed

3-D thermal RC circuit is used to verify the proposed algorithm.

It has four layers and each layer contains about 1 K tiles. 64 tiles

of each layer are selected as critical tiles. The total thermal-via

density constraint is 3000, and the local via number constraint

is randomly generated from 50 to 400. Structured and param-

eterized model reduction is first applied to generate SP-Macro

for the thermal-via allocation considering the transient effect.

Then, the entire circuit is used to generate the steady-state map

of the temperature profile.

For the SP-Macro and original models, Fig. 5 shows the pa-

rameterized state-matrix structure before and after the reduc-

tion. The parameterized state matrix shows a lower-block tri-

angular structure, and the structured reduction preserves such a

low-block triangular structure. As a result, the reduced model

can be solved efficiently by the backward substitution with only

one factorization cost, coming from the reduced nominal state

matrix in the diagonal. As shown below, it is efficient to apply

such a structured and parameterized macromodel for the sake of

iterative optimizations.

Moreover, Fig. 6 compares the time-domain transient temper-

ature at selected three critical tiles (3, 18, 58) using (22). Six-

teen moments are used for the moment matching. Clearly, the

reduced models are visually identical to original ones.

2) Sequential Programming: Furthermore, for the same 3-D

thermal circuit above, Fig. 7 shows the successive temperature

cooling by allocating the thermal-via according to the calcu-

lated transient sensitivity. The thermal-violation integral is min-

imized until the ceiling temperature is 52 C is met. In addition,

Fig. 8 shows the subgradient optimization procedure after four

iterations, where the dual problem quickly converges with the

Fig. 6. Transient temperature responses of exact and structured and parame-
terized macro (SP-Macro) models at port 3, 18, and 58 of layer-1 with step-re-
sponse input. The macromodels are visually identical to those exact models.

Fig. 7. Iterative optimizations showing the hotspot reduction by thermal-via
allocation under the input of transient thermal-power signature at port 32 of
layer-1. The ceiling temperature is 52 C.

primal problem at one normalized value 0.7. Clearly, our se-

quential programming could effectively minimize the thermal-

violation integral.

3) Thermal-Via Allocation: We then study the effectiveness

of our thermal-via allocation algorithm by comparing it with

the one using the steady-state analysis. Note that directly

solving steady-state equation cannot generate the sensitivity

for the optimization. Therefore, during the allocation with use

of the steady-state analysis, the parameterized state (17) in the

steady-state is used to calculate the steady-state response and
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Fig. 8. Convergence of subgradient optimization of primal and dual problems.
The hotspot is represented by violation integral normalized to the maximum.�
here is set to 0.7.

Fig. 9. Thermal-via distribution under two different settings of critical titles.

the sensitivity. Then, as discussed in Section III-A (see Fig. 4),

a rectangular area is used as the objective, formed by the

“steady” maximum temperature and the ceiling temperature.

In contrast, our proposed method with use of the transient

analysis utilizes a “dynamic” violation integral. Finally, both

of the steady-state and transient formulations are solved by the

sequential programming.

For the same 3-D thermal circuit above, Fig. 9 further shows

the allocated via density distribution. There are two power in-

puts injected with different clock-gating-periods to study the im-

pact of critical tiles. It results in a different set of locations for

those critical tiles. As a result, it leads to two different distribu-

tions of allocated vias in Fig. 9. Therefore, the worst-case dy-

namic thermal-power-input or workload needs to be assumed to

the worst-case temperature, which accordingly determines the

critical tiles.

Moreover, Figs. 10 and 11 further show the steady-state tem-

perature map across the top layer (layer-1). The initial chip tem-

perature at the top layer is around 150 C, and its temperature

Fig. 10. Steady-state temperature map of top layer (layer-1) before thermal-via
allocation.

Fig. 11. Steady-state temperature map of top layer (layer-1) after thermal-via
allocation using transient temperature profile.

profile at steady-state is shown in Fig. 10. In contrast, the al-

location results in a cooled temperature profile that closely ap-

proaches the ceiling temperature as shown in Fig. 11. In addi-

tion, note that because the transient thermal-violation integral

is used as the figure of merit, the spatial distribution of allo-

cated thermal-via shows a large difference from the temperature

hot-spots at the steady state.

Table II further analyzes the runtime scalability and allocated

thermal-via density by the proposed method and the steady-state

analysis. Because directly solving steady-state equation needs

to handle large sized matrix, it consumes runtime and memory

during the sequential optimization. In contrast, the macromodel

can efficiently match the transient response using around 20

moments. For a circuit with 8192 tiles, our model reduces run-

time by 126 (62’s versus 7809’s) compared to the steady-state

analysis. More importantly, due to the use of an accurate figure

of merit, the transient thermal-violation integral, our allocated

thermal-via density is much smaller than the one by steady-state
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENT SETTING AND RESULTS OF THERMAL-VIA PLANNING TIME AND NUMBER. THE ALLOCATED THERMAL-VIA OF STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS

IS BASED ON THE REDUCED MACROMODEL WITH THE USE OF THERMAL-VIOLATION INTEGRAL DEFINED BY THE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE

analysis under the same targeted ceiling temperature. For a cir-

cuit with 32 768 tiles, our design reduces 2.04 (11 660 versus

23 800) thermal vias compared to the steady-state analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

The previous thermal-via allocations [16], [17] for 3-D IC

employ the direct steady-state analysis, ignore the temporal and

spatial variations of the thermal-power, and hence, may result in

the excessive number of thermal vias. In this paper, to consider

the temporally and spatially variant thermal-power, a thermal-

violation integral of the transient temperature is proposed to

accurately capture the thermal violation, and a nonlinear opti-

mization is then used to minimize the thermal-violation integral.

The nonlinear programming can be solved through the sequen-

tial quadratic programing, where sensitivities are calculated and

updated efficiently from a structured and parameterized macro-

model. Experiments show that compared to the existing method

using the steady-state thermal analysis, our method is 126 faster

to obtain the temperature profile, and reduces the number of

thermal vias by 2.04 under the same temperature bound.

Clearly, the proposed structured and parameterized macro-

model can be used for a number of integrity-driven physical-de-

sign problems. For example, we have recently presented a 3-D

via-planning for simultaneous power and thermal integrity

[29], where vias are allocated to satisfy constraints on power

resonance of power/ground planes in the package and con-

straints on maximum temperature in stacked IC dices. Again,

the structured and parameterized macromodel is utilized to

develop an efficient yet effective algorithm, which reduces via

number compared to the sequential power and thermal integrity

optimization.

Note that a “dynamic” thermal-violation integral for the

thermal-integrity is used in this paper instead of using a “steady”

maximum temperature. Both the “dynamic” thermal-violation

integral and the “steady” maximum temperature can be ob-

tained from the worst-case temperature profile. As discussed in

[19], when the workload is available the worst-case temperature

profile and its associated critical titles can be both characterized

from the thermal-power, and the guard-land can be used to

avoid the under-design. However, it is computationally expen-

sive if not possible to determine the worst-case temperature

profile from all kinds of dynamic workloads. The stochastic

characterization approach such as the principal component

analysis can be applied to find a set of principal temperature

and its associated critical tiles.

In addition, we assume that the thermal vias are aligned for

all layers in this paper. Though the proposed approach is general

to consider the nonaligned vias, it may introduce additional cost

to build the parameterized macromodel to provide more design

freedoms. In the future, we will study a layer-wised via-reloca-

tion to incrementally transform the parameterized model with

aligned vias into the one with nonaligned vias by perturbation.
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